Atari 260ST
Does it have 256KB RAM?
As there still seems to be debate about how much memory (RAM) the ATARI
260ST had when it was introduced in late 1985/early 1986 (depended on
where you lived at that time) I decided to descend into my basement and
check some reliable computer magazines from that era.
I will not comment on the rumor/fact if there have been 130ST and/or 260ST
in the ATARI labs with 128KB or 256KB RAM (respectively) as engineering
samples. That might be possible but for some obvious reason they never
made it to the stores.
I bought one 260ST with SF354 and SM124 in January 1986 and my 260ST
(and all of my class mates who got one, too) was equipped with one bank of
DRAM composed of sixteen 41256 DRAMs. At that time TOS still had to be
loaded from disk (floppy that is as the SH204 hard drive was not on the market yet). The ST of that time came with two so-called Boot-ROMs (two
16KByte if I am not mistaken) that just contained enough code to execute a
boot-sector from drive A: and load TOS into the topmost area of RAM.
Every time the system crashed one had to boot TOS from the system disk
and have a coffee break. So why weren’t they equipped with TOS in ROM?
Well, just check the early RAM TOS versions. They were about 200 KByte in
size and Atari engineered the ST for use with 192KByte of ROM space.
So the Atari engineers had to put TOS on a diet and succeeded... after some
time.
Anyway: let’s do the math and assume a ST with 256KByte of RAM at that
time.
256KByte - 200KByte (TOS) - 32,000Byte for screen memory leaves you with
about 24KByte. Now TOS needs some space for itself (OS variables, QuarterScreenBuffer, vector table,...) and you will hopefully see that such a system is definitely underpowered. ATARI’s own BASIC interpreter at that time
came with a whopping 138KByte PRG file on disk. So on such a system you
could not even load the awful ATARI BASIC.
And I don’t think we have to really consider a 130ST with just 128KByte.
Even with TOS in ROM it wouldn’t be able to run the ATARI BASIC interpreter.
To underline my statements I add an official ATARI ad from the German c’t
magazine, issue May, 1986 pg.33.

And below is a snippet from an article of c’t magazine issue December 1986,
pg. 25.
The text in the outlined boxes states that the 260ST with 512KByte of RAM (!)
is seen as a home computer while the almost identical 520ST with 1MB RAM
is attributed to the PCs. (The obvously meant the 520ST+)

